to be an Elizabethan" (57), he warns, closes off the metaphorical, anti-mimetic possibilities of the dramatic representation of the emotions.
Mullaney moves in the second chapter to consider the losses produced by the Reformation on a social level; this "structural amnesia" (100), as he terms it, was the paradoxical recognition of a gap in a historical consciousness that could not be filled. Mullaney argues that English history plays were an attempt to register and think through this gap. The staging of history in the theatre, he contends, allowed for a deliberate interweaving of the deeply incongruous past and present. In an evocative reading of 1 Henry VI, he points to moments when Gloucester anachronistically "remembers the future" of the Elizabethan audience's recent past (115). As Mullaney suggests, these moments of incongruity, absence, and anachronism in the theatre opened up an ironically affective space within which audiences could think and feel through the social trauma brought on by the unrecoverable loss of the past.
In chapter 3-much of which is a sustained response to the Habermasian concept of the public sphere-Mullaney advocates for the theatre's role in the formation of a public sphere that was never single or unified, but was at once collective and contradictory, composed of "various publics and counterpublics" (150). Here, he implicitly returns to the structures of feeling with which the book opens, placing the theatre at the crucial nexus of private subject and social body. The theatre, according to Mullaney, was a site for the publication of new modes of thought and feeling, as well as the making of collective identities. If there is a criticism to be made of the organizing principle behind The Reformation of Emotions, it is perhaps that in this chapter Mullaney seems to stray from his stated focus on the emotions to attend almost entirely to the theatre's formative engagement with the social body of Elizabethan England.
A slim but powerful volume, The Reformation of Emotions is not a traditional monograph about the early modern London commercial theatre, and I occasionally found myself wishing that Mullaney had given his sophisticated and even revelatory readings of plays more space within the book. But in a subtly provocative manner, he uses the theatre as an origin, rather than an end point, for thinking about Elizabethan feeling. Ultimately, I read this book-so engaged with the theatre's own self-consciousness as an affective medium-as itself a kind of metacritical origin; within the field of early modern theatre studies, Mullaney's creatively emblematic approach should serve to jostle critics out of their own wellworn argumentative positions, with the hope of inspiring new and methodologically original work on the theatre.
LAUREN ROBERTSON
Columbia University Not every scholarly anthology merits a sequel. But Restaging the Sixties, James Harding and Cindy Rosenthal's 2006 collection of essays on eight of the major radical US theatre collectives of that decade, has become such a foundational text for students and scholars that it has earned the right to a shelfmate. Like all the best sequels, Harding and Rosenthal's newest collection, The Sixties, Center Stage, does more than trade on the reputation of the first volume; instead, it rewrites the premises and expands the scope of the original. The earlier volume answered, in its editors' words, an existing "demand for a theoretically informed, critical history" of 1960s avant-garde collectives (1). The new volume, by contrast, argues for what we did not know we needed: a "serious look at the innovative and provocative political underpinnings of mainstream and popular performances" of the same period, amounting to a systematic and critical accounting of what the editors call "the mainstream experimental" (5, 7). In short, Harding and Rosenthal's position is that the titles of their books are better reversed: it is the avant-garde 1960s that has too long been "center stage," so that attention to the mainstream and the popular in fact constitutes the decade's "restaging."
As if this impressive expansion of the field were not enough, Harding and Rosenthal have again managed to convince some of the field's best scholars to contribute surprising, rigorous, and forwardthinking scholarship. The anthology is neatly divided into five sections of three essays each, preceded by a joint introduction by the editors and followed by an afterword by Harding. Taken together, the essays craft a compelling and remarkably consistent case for expanding our view of what "the sixties" means in theatre history. Without exception, each of the fifteen contributors reiterates the book's central thesis: that the mainstream should not only complement our view of 1960s theatre, but in fact transform it, since the lines between the mainstream and the avant-garde are blurrier than is traditionally acknowledged.
Both Harding and Rosenthal trace the constructed opposition between these two sides to Richard Schechner, particularly his TDR editorials of the 1960s and '70s. In this way The Sixties, Center Stage is also a continuation of its editors' other anthology, The Rise of Performance Studies, from 2011. Where that book celebrated Schechner's career achievements while complicating and contextualizing his most influential claims, The Sixties, Center Stage is a more direct assault on Schechner's infamous 1963 warning that to "choose both Broadway and an experimental theatre [is] a contradiction in terms." Harding and Rosenthal respectfully though systematically tear down Schechner's polemic, which, they convincingly argue, has restricted the scope of theatre scholarship, wrongly ignored the progressive political work of mainstream performance, and elided the elitism and radical chic endemic to noncommercial radicalism. Anyone interested in the incalculable legacy of Schechner's work on the field will find much to chew on in these insightful critiques. That said, the intense focus on Schechner leaves uninterrogated other forces that sharpened the sense of a commercial/artistic divide in the 1960s, including a newly recalibrated relationship between authenticity and capital that marked the decade more broadly.
Another related result of the book's framework is that its case studies sometimes feel like apologia for the mainstream, proving that 1960s Broadway was not that conservative. The results are nonetheless fascinating contributions to our understanding of the period. In section 1, "Re-visioning Broadway," Stacy Wolf traces the influence of second-wave feminism on apparently old-fashioned Broadway musicals in the early 1960s, while Harvey Young offers a charged account of A Raisin in the Sun's journey to Broadway that highlights the play's often-overlooked influence on the Black Arts movement. Stephen Bottoms then uses the successes of Hair and Oh! Calcutta! to demonstrate Broadway's desire to "buy in" to the counterculture (72). Section 2, "Theater Artists' Transformations and Innovations," focuses on artists and institutions rather than productions, beginning with the designer Boris Aronson, whom Alisa Solomon uses to argue for the European avantgarde's influence on Broadway's scenography. David Crespy's study of the Albarwild Theatre Arts, Inc.'s Playwrights Unit and Rosenthal's survey of trends in acting techniques round out the section, forcefully demonstrating that the experimental/ mainstream divide had no meaning for many of the era's most innovative artists.
As these essays demonstrate, The Sixties, Center Stage is decidedly New York-centric (unlike Restaging the Sixties, which traveled from New York, to Minnesota, to San Francisco, to Louisiana). In section 3, "The European Effect," Kate Bredeson's essay provides a welcome corrective by decentering New York's agency over its own avant-garde, as she demonstrates France's role in canonizing certain experimental theatres over others. Her analysis is followed by Marvin Carlson's and Neil Blackadder's essays on New York productions of European plays in translation-each of which, separately, provides necessary mappings and insightful analyses of the decade's tastes, yet together overlap somewhat in their coverage.
Section 4, "The Rise of Regional Theaters," contains the only essays that leave New York entirely behind: Susannah Engstrom's study of the rise of nonprofit theatre through the lens of the Guthrie, and Donatella Galella's analysis of Arena Stage's tender dance between commerce and art. While in view of the whole anthology these feel like a visit to the periphery, they also contribute-along with Crespy's essay and Dorothy Chansky's playful "Alphabet Soup," which charts the rise of the nonprofit theatre bureaucracy-to one of the volume's strongest interventions: they reveal that the 1960s contains the origin story for much of the institutional landscape of today's American theatre, as well as our very notion of the theatre professional. These authors' attention to the link between institutional history and the cultural, political, intellectual, and economic trends that enabled them provides a much-needed foundation for future efforts to measure the afterlife of that decade.
With the final section, "Popular Demonstrations and Innovative Performances," the anthology reiterates its central task, revealing the interconnections between the supposedly secure realms of the experimental and the mainstream. Graham White and Kimberly Jannarone show how these realms clashed and collaborated when, respectively, the Beatles met Yoko Ono, and the delegates to the 1968 DNC convention encountered a mass of countercultural protesters on Chicago's streets. Harding's solo contribution to this fifth section extends the terrains of the introduction and afterword by using Peter Brook's anti-Vietnam production US to question the usefulness of Schechner's founding binary.
Brook, along with select other artists like Tom O'Horgan, Joseph Chaikin, and Lorraine Hansberry, play cameo roles in a number of different essays. They exemplify an institutional nomadism that a polarizing understanding of 1960s has rendered invisible, and so they also represent the main strength of The Sixties, Center Stage. In defamiliarizing a "sixties" that lives in reputation rather than history, Harding and Rosenthal have made it possible to see with fresh eyes the artists, institutions, and performances that made up the decade's true "broad spectrum."
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